For more information, email us at
info@vivesan.com or call 877.484.8372.

Tough dirt requires a tough cleaner
to get the job done. But “tough”
cleaners can take their toll on
the people who spray or apply the
product. Users are cautioned to avoid
skin contact or fume inhalation,
which can be difficult under certain
working conditions. “Eco-friendly”
alternatives are perceived to be
inferior to their toxic, petroleumbased counterparts, and often cost
much more. Today, there’s a new
way to achieve the cleaning
results you need and the safety
you deserve.
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Vivesan™ offers the most innovative
suite of cleaning products to deliver
what it promises: safe cleaning power.
Efficacy

The Future Is Healthy

Vivesan’s potency comes from unique processing of
natural ingredients — not poison. Developed using a
proprietary blend of coconut extracts, corn, grains,
sugar cane, and tree sap, Vivesan cleaners incorporate high-tech chemistry innovations that produce
incredibly clean surfaces. These products work
reliably to blast away grime, dirt, and buildup using
nano-colloidal surfactants that are small enough to
penetrate then break up soil molecules so they can
be rinsed away. All Vivesan products are water-based
solutions that can be applied or diluted to win your
toughest cleaning challenges.

How can Vivesan revolutionize your work?

Vivesan Products
WORKER

OLD WAY

Fisherman

Clean boats with
• Improve aquatic
bleach, dump waste
health
water into harbor
• Increase fish yields
• Lower cost of
materials

WITH VIVESAN

Professional
Carpet Cleaner

Wash carpets with
toxic solvents

• Reduce cost of

materials

• Increase working time

in enclosed areas

• Increase career span
• Eliminate cost of

disposal

Safety
You may be watching what you eat and exercising
more often. Shouldn’t your health awareness include
knowing what’s in the cleaning products you use
every day? Even so-called ‘non-toxic’ cleaners can
have negative effects on the environment, and a
solvent that is ‘biodegradable’ can contain chemicals
that are harmful for you to breathe or touch.
Vivesan products are safer for you, your equipment,
animals, aquatic life, and plants because they contain
100 percent plant-based ingredients. Professionals
who use industrial cleaners on a regular basis no
longer have to choose between maintaining safety
and achieving a thorough clean.

Horse Owner

Use costly, oil-based
fly wipe

• Reduce cost by using

Hotel Room
Attendant

Use a mix of toxic
sprays to clean
a small, poorly
ventilated room

• Use one, low-cost

Janitor

Inhale ammonia
based spray while
cleaning windows

• Clean windows less

water-based horse
bath
• Enjoy riding without
greasy residue
product to reduce
the amount of time
needed to clean a
room
• Work without
inhaling fumes

often with streak-free
cleaner that resists
fingerprints and
smudges
• Work without
inhaling fumes

Vivesan Is Unique
• Carcinogen-Free
• 100% Plant Based
• Non-Toxic
• Made in USA
• Petroleum-Free

• Odorless
• Easy Application
• Economical
• Non-Flammable
• Non-Corrosive

Every one of us now recognizes that the choices we
make impact the entire planet. However, it’s time to
go beyond “green” and start thinking about how
to achieve your cleaning goals while preserving your
own personal health. The cleaning power of Vivesan
delivers the efficacy and safety you need to get the
job done right.

Cleaner • Degreaser Ingredients
Processed extracts of coconut, corn, grains, sugar
cane, tree sap.

CLEANER • DEGREASER:
Industrial Strength All-Purpose Cleaner
Blast away grime, dirt, and buildup with Vivesan’s all
natural, plant-derived, biodegradable formula. This
proprietary blend packs the same power as other
industrial cleansers — without the toxic chemicals.For
all tough cleaning and degreasing jobs.
MARINE CLEANER: Hulls • Moorings • Interiors • Gear
Power away grime, dirt, and buildup from your vessel with
Vivesan’s all natural, plant-derived, biodegradable formula.
EQUINE CARE: Coat Shine • Bath
Capture the power of this plant-derived, biodegradable
bath formula to gently cleanse and shine your horse. A
Vivesan bath lathers away dirt and grime, without odors
or carcinogenic chemicals that harm you or your horse.
CARPET CLEANER: Cleaning Machines • Spots • Stains
Vivesan’s low suds formula removes dirt, grime, soil, and
most spots and stains. Vivesan’s Carpet Cleaner lets you
breathe easier when working in enclosed areas. For use
in water based extraction cleaning machines.
GLASS CLEANER: Multi-Surface Streak-Free Shine
Improve your outlook when you clean glass and windows
with Vivesan’s fume-free proprietary formula. Blended
without drying agents that can cause nasal or lung tissue
irritation, this multi-surface cleaner adds shine where you
need it.
AUTO SHINE: Body • Wheels • Tires
Spend less time cleaning, and more time enjoying your
vehicle’s showroom gleam. This exterior cleaner quickly
removes dirt, dust, and bugs, and adds a lustrous shine.
For trucks, boats, bicycles, motorcycles, and other exterior
metal surfaces, including appliances.

